How does the isomerization rate affect the photoisomerization-induced transport properties of a doped molecular glass-former?
We investigate the effect of the isomerization rate f on the microscopic mechanisms at the origin of the massive mass transport found in glass-formers doped with isomerizing azobenzene molecules that result in surface relief gratings formation. To this end we simulate the isomerization of dispersed probe molecules embedded into a molecular host glass-former. The host diffusion coefficient first increases linearly with f and then saturates. The saturated value of the diffusion coefficient and of the viscosity does not depend on f but increases with temperature while the linear response for these transport coefficients depends only slightly on the temperature. We interpret this saturation as arising from the appearance of increasingly soft regions around the probes for high isomerization rates, a result in qualitative agreement with experiments. These two different physical behaviors, linear response and saturation, are reminiscent of the two different unexplained mass transport mechanisms observed for small or large light intensities (for small intensities the molecules move towards the dark regions while for large intensities they move towards the illuminated regions).